
CentrixPIQS with Andi®

Centrix Solutions now offers Andi, Q2’s virtual advisor for coaching 

and actionable insights, in CentrixPIQS. Out of the box, Andi enables 

more efficiencies in transaction risk management in the back office and 

facilitates more informed ACH reporting and compliance decisions.  

What can you expect?
Expect back-office operations to run more smoothly with Andi walking 

you through your daily ACH processing. Andi will “see” every data 

activity related to CentrixPIQS and offer in-the-moment notifications 

and guidance to empower better decisions.

As part of the base product, Andi will:

• Call out overrides 

• Show originators exceeding their limits 

• Help balance files before you or your staff create output

• Complete routine tasks 

• Save time and reduce manual errors  

• Free you and your staff to work on other important projects

Capitalize on your  
data while saving  
time with Andi

Get more from 
CentrixPIQS
The Centrix Payments I.Q. 

System (CentrixPIQS™) is a 

powerful tool for streamlining 

and automating ACH operations. 

It allows FIs to easily process 

ACH transactions, perform ACH 

file validation, and automate 

risk reporting. FIs using manual 

procedures for ACH risk reviews 

and audits will appreciate the 

way CentrixPIQS simply provides 

a holistic view of the risk posed 

by commercial clients.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW



As part of the automated reporting module, Andi will monitor 

your data and notify you when action is needed:

• Originators exceeding return thresholds

• Companies with limits that are not using a service

• Changes associated with a customer that might warrant  

a risk level change

Prerequisites
• Their CentrixPIQS solution must be hosted in the Q2 datacenter

• The minimum version of CentrixPIQS for use of Andi is 7.8.9

Centrix Solutions, a Q2 company, provides financial institutions with a 

product line that encompasses treasury management, compliance and 

risk management, and banking operations.

Centrix provides clients with a broad array of strategic technology 

solutions. Our team of professionals provides in-depth knowledge and 

vast amounts of experience developing, delivering, and supporting 

quality products within the financial industry.
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For more information about our transaction risk management 

solutions, go to Q2.com or call (833) 444-3469.


